Hard-Off (2674, JP)
Exchange: Tokyo Stock Exchange 1
Sector: Retail
Market Cap: JPY16.8 billion
P/B: 1.3x (3/16 act)

Date: 12/26/2016
Recommendation: HOLD
Share Price: JPY1,208 (12/22/2016)
Target Price: JPY1,301
P/E: 13.0x (3/17 CE)
Div. Yield: 3.3% (3/17 CE)

Highlight
Titlis initiates Hold recommendation of Hard-Off (2674, JP) at this time.
‘Reuse’ market of 18 large operators grew 7.4% YoY to JPY393 billion for
FY03/2016 and is expected to keep growing at solid rate. Online auction and
flea market are threat, as younger generation is more likely to use Internet
based reuse shop than real store. On the other hand, the company tries to
develop customer needs, creating new category stores such as “Mode Off’ and
‘Liquor Off’ and expanding in urbane area and shopping malls. Regarding
business outlook, full year earnings will nearly achieve the company’s outlook
that has been revised downward at 2Q reporting. On valuation, Hard-Off looks
lower valuation than peer in Market Cap/EBIT, /EBITDA and /FCF and
EV/EBITDA. Considering its higher profitability and strong balance sheet, the
share price should be revalued toward its breakup value of JPY1,649.
However, historical relationship between EBITDA and share price has 89%
correlation for the period FY03/2009-FY2016/3. In this point, our
recommendation is maintained as ‘HOLD’ at this time, as projected price is
estimated to be JPY1,127 and JPY1,301 on EBITDA for FY03/2017(E) and
FY03/2018(E). In mid-term view, there is more room for upside potential
rising to JPY1,709 for FY03/2020(E), assuming existing store sale keeps
growing at +1.3% YoY.

Business Description
Hard-Off is one of Japan’s largest reuse retailers. Mr. Yoshimasa Yamamoto,
president participated in reuse business in 1993 and expanded its business
dealing with PC, audio and musical instruments at ‘Hard-Off,’ kids, sports,
interior at ‘Off House,’ toys and games at ’Hobby Off,’ autos at ‘Garage Off,’
accessory, designers and wears at ‘Mode Off’ and liquors at ‘Liquor Off’ and
operating ‘Book-Off’ as a largest franchisee of Book-Off corporation (3313, JP).
Currently the company runs 290 outlets directly (DR) and 562 franchise (FC)
outlets as of November 2016. Breakdown of outlet numbers of direct run and
franchise are shown as of November 2016 on each pie chart in left hand side.
For this fiscal year, the company plans to open 15 direct run and 40 FC stores.
Its business model developed by Yamamoto has generated cost adjusted
higher return backed by low cost operation and tight cost management. HardOff is a low cost operator, buying used items from customers, cleaning those
items as products and selling them at outlets, as a store staff plays 3 roles of
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purchase, cleaning and sales. Gross profit margin and SGA to sale are well
controlled at 30% and 60%.

Industry Overview and Competitive Positioning
Industry Overview
According to survey by Ministry of the Environment (MOE), ‘reuse’ market in
this country inched up 1.2% YoY to JPY3,142 billion for FY2015 from
JPY3,104 billion for FY2012. Of the total market, used Car market accounts for
more than half of 57.6% as of FY03/2015. The market excluding Car and Auto
Bike is estimated to be JPY1,123 billion. In this category, large retailers gain
market shares as Japan Reuse Affair Association (JRAA) reports 18 large reuse
operators expanded 2.8% YoY to 4,887 outlets from a year ago as of June
2016 and the total sale grew 7.4% YoY to JPY393 billion for FY02015. By
items on the ministry’s data, Cellphone, Camera, Appliances, Furniture, Other
Electronics, Toys and Car goods showed more than double-digit growth from
3 years ago, whereas Wears exc. designers, PC, Software & Media, Books
decreased more than 10%. Outstandingly Books decelerated 20.8% from 3
years ago, but the sale exc. Books of 18 large operators grew 8.7% YoY.
Competitive Positioning: SWOT Analysis
Strength
Nationwide store network and brand name ‘Hard-Off’
The company opens stores where it is convenient for customers to visit. Used
items are brought easily to the stores where customers live. As buying/selling
items are mostly completed in local area around a store, location of store is a
key factor. Sale on Saturdays and Sundays are 30% and 70% higher than that
on weekdays. The company believes ‘Law of Triple’ in business. The
proportion rate of the number of sellers (8.15 million) to buyers (26.15
million) was 1:3 for FY03/2016. As the number of customers selling items to
store, the customers for buying items will grow. Then, the company’s sale
(dollar value of selling to customers, JPY52.2 billion) will be 3 times more
than dollar value of buying items from customers (JPY17.3 billion). Nation
wide store network and brand name ‘Hard-Off’ are highly advantageous.
Less vulnerable to business cycle and deflation
Reuse retailing is less vulnerable to business cycle than other retail sectors
such as department store and super market. Retail sale and consumer
expenditure have been flat over a decade in Japan and many retailers fell into
slump due to restrained buying after consumption tax hike in April 2014.
Meanwhile sales of the company grew more than 10% from FY03/2013 to
FY03/2016.
Low cost operation and tight cost management
Hard-Off has established its low-cost operation and tight cost control system.
Stores are operated by limited number of staff as an employee works 3 tasks
of buying, cleaning and selling items. Cost of sale and SGA are totally
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controlled well, aiming at collecting store developing cost for 5 years.
Weakness
Real store based business model
Real store based business is relatively higher cost than Internet based model.
Due to the decrease in labor population, hiring store staff is likely to more
difficult and wage will be rising. Currently SGA/Sale is well managed at 60%.
Buying/selling from/to local customers
Products selling at a store are the items that are bought from local customers.
Whether a product is attractive or not depends on an item a customer brings
in. If more customers like to sell through Internet, less fascinating items would
be procured. Disposal through Real reuse store decreased to 19.0% in FY2015
from 21.1% in FY02012, according to survey by MOE (see chart below).

Opportunity
Reuse mind spreads over consumers
Due to increase in consciousness of environment, consumers are more likely
to reuse used items. How much used items come to stores is a key for
expanding sales of the company, as mentioned earlier as ‘Law of Triple.’
Interestingly younger generation (under 40 agers) uses reuse market than
seniors. But the youth (10 and 20 agers) tend to use Internet based
transaction (see chart below).
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Budget-minded boosts reuse market
Deflation that is a threat for many retailers would be advantage for the
company, as budget-minded consumers are more likely to buy used items.
Threat
Online shopping accelerates
An increasing number of consumers are using Internet shopping and auction.
As mentioned earlier, the youth are more likely to use Internet auction and
smartphone application for buying/selling reuse items. This trend would be
intact and is expected to keep growing.
Shrinking brand-new market decreases used market
As consumer expenditure is growing at slower due to decrease in population,
slower brand-new market will result in decrease in used market. This would
be a negative factor for the growth of the company.

Investment Summary
Business Outlook
Despite of slower store sale led by bad weather in August and September, the
full year earnings are very likely to achieve the company outlook that has
been revised downward in November 2nd 2016. In mid-term projection, the
sales and profits are expected to continue growing at sold pace, assuming
+1.3% YoY of existing store sale and maintaining current level of cost to sales.
Internet shopping is influencing to reuse market and more younger
generation are likely to buying and selling used items on web sites than senior
agers. Although the company has reinforced Internet business, its business
model is mostly dependent of buying/selling used items at real stores. The
threat remains on the company for mid-term basis. Meanwhile large reuse
retailers such as Hard-Off will expand market share, as JRAA statistics
supports this.
Competitive Positioning and Risks
On a SWOT analysis above, the company is relatively strong position in the
industry, backed by large scale of store network and tight cost management.
This results in advantages in profitability and financial soundness against
peer. As environment conscious and budget-minded consumers are increasing,
reuse market is very likely to keep higher growth than consumer spending. As
mentioned earlier, the youth uses reuse market more than seniors but are
more likely to use Internet based stores.
Valuation
Examining peer comparison, Hard-Off’s valuation is lower than competitors.
Considering its business value comparing EBITDA and FCF of peer as well as
its strong cash position, the NAV is estimated to be JPY1,649 a share. But
according to highly correlated historical relationship between EBITDA and
share price, we should maintain as ‘hold’ the share at this moment, but the
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share price is expected to rise to JPY1,301 for FY03/2018(E) and will rise in
line with growth in EBITDA for FY03/2020(E).
Financial Stability
Hard-Off’s financial position is pretty sound and its balance sheet is very
strong with no debt. Although the company has set dividend payout at more
than 30% of net profit and the payout ratio increases to 43% for FY03/2017
due to decrease in profit and keeping dividend per share, it would be
reasonable to raise dividend per share on its operating cash flow of more than
JPY1,5 billion. Development cost a store is estimated to be JPY50 million on
average. Even if new store accelerate to 15 a year, CapEx remains at JPY700
million to JPY800 million.

Business Outlook
Monthly Store Sale
Due to Bad weather in August and September, the existing store sale fell to
91.7% YoY and 92.9% YoY respectively. The store sale remains slow at 96.4%
YoY in October and 96.4% YoY in November* (1 day less holiday than the
same month of the previous year). Hard-Off originally planed the existing
store sale to grow +2% for the full year, but very likely to miss the target, as
the number in December, January and February of the previous year was
pretty high like 105.2%, 101.2% and 103.5% (see table below).

Full Year FY03/2017
Due to soggy store sale in summer, the company posted downward revision of
full year outlook. Revised guidance by the company is sale is expected to be up
2.8% YoY to JPY18,700 million, whereas OP, RP and NP are expected to
decrease 10.1% YoY to JPY1,840 million, 11.6% YoY to JPY2,000 million, 6.2%
YoY to JPY1,250 million respectively.
Titlis forecast for FY03/2017
Based on monthly sale expectation on the ‘Monthly Sales’ table above, sales
are expected to rise 3.5% YoY to JPY18,830 million buoyed by new store sale
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opened for FY03/2016 (DR 9 and FC 25). OP, RP and NP are expected to
decrease 10.9% YoY to JPY1,822 million, 10.8% YoY to JPY2,017 million, 3.6%
YoY to JPY1,284 million for the full year. The full year earnings are very likely
to be close to the company’s revised projection.

Valuation
On peer comparison, Hard-Off looks lower valuation, considering higher
profitability. The break up value apprised by SOTP NAV is estimated JPY1,655,
which shows 27 discount from the current share price. EV/EBITDA also
supports undervalued. However, the share price has 89% correlation with
EBITDA from FY03/2009 to FY03/2016. Based on the analysis, in short term
view, target price would remain at JPY1,127 for FY03/2017(E). But in midterm view for FY03/2020, it will rise to JPY1,758.
Peer Comparison
On a peer comparison, as far as considering profitability such as OPM and ROE,
Hard-Off looks lower valuation than other 3 competitors (see table below).
Comparing Market Cap/EBIT, Market Cap/EBITDA, Market Cap/FCF,
multiples of Hard-Off is close to those of Treasure Factory (3093, JP), as both
companies generate higher profitability on OPM and ROE. The deference of
ROE is solely financial leverage, while profit margin of Hard-Off is higher than
that of the competitor. Treasure factory employs JPY939 million (16% of total
assets as of September 2016), whereas Hard-Off is no debt company.

Breakup Value
Assessing breakup value of business value and net cash (plus long-term
investment), the sum of the parts value is estimated to raise to JPY1,649 a
share. The NAV is evaluated by adding 8x (same multiple as of Treasure
Factory) of EBITDA normalized from FY03/2013 to FY03/2017(E) to net cash
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plus land and LT investment (see the table below). The NAV is 27% higher
than closing price of JPY1,208 as of December 22nd 2016.

EBITDA and Share Price
Analyzing historical share price and EBITDA of the company from FY03/2009
to FY03/2016, both are highly correlated. The relationship is 89% explained.
Applying this result to project share price on EBIT forecast by Titlis, the share
price for FY03/2017(E) would remain at JPY1,127 (see scatter chart on the
left). In mid-term view, however, the share price is projected to rise to
JPY1,310 for FY03/2018(E), JPY1,497 for FY03/2019(E) and JPY1,709 for
FY03/2020(E), assuming existing store growth at +1.3% YoY and yearly 40
(DR+FC) new store opening (see financial statements on Appendix for midterm projection for FY03/2020).

Adjusted EV/EBITDA
EV/EBITDA for FY03/2017(E) is estimated to be 5.5x that is lower than that
of peer. Adjusted EV/EBITDA would be decline to 2.9x if long-term investment
securities and land are included.

Financial Analysis
As shown key financial ratios in table below and financial statements
summary in Appendix, Hard-Off has strong balance sheet without debt. Well-
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managed store operation and cost control generates stable cash flow from
operation. The growth of FCF is dependent of the number of store opening,
but existing stores provide products for a new store and this would connect to
opportunity loss for existing stores temporarily. FCF is growing in line with
steady store expansion under tight cost management, but this is less likely to
accelerate FCF and number of new stores. However, stable growth will
maintain solid financial ratios and balance sheet.

Investment Risks
Hard-Off is one of the largest reuse retailers in Japan. Its earnings and cash
flows has been growing at solid rate as its cost of sale and SGA expenses are
well managed due to its efficient store operation. However, there are some
risks on its business in near future.
Slower brand-new market (Very Likely, Mid Risk)
Key of growth for the company is how much attractive items are provided to
customers at reasonable price. Therefore, procurement of used items that
customers need is important. To do so, the company has developed outlets in
convenient location for consumers. This is one of the company’s advantages,
but brand-new market is likely to soft due to decreasing population in Japan.
As market of brand-new items decreases, market of used items will decrease
in near future. Retail sales and consumer spending in Japan has been flat for a
decade and will decrease alongside in further decrease in population.
Higher personnel cost (Likely, Mid Risk)
Management of SGA expense of the company is excellent. But due to
decreasing labor population, tightened labor market put upward pressure on
personnel cost for retailers. Furthermore, social insurance cost is increasing
in aging society. This is another headwind on retailers. As cost of sale such as
rent, development cost and purchase price for used items are maintained
lower at less than 70%, how SGA cost such as personnel cost should be kept
lower is a key for the company.
Internet based shopping (Very Likely, Mid-High Risk)
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Smartphone based Internet shopping is accelerating in the world. Flea market
operators on such devices are growing rapidly. This is a mid-term risk for the
company, although Hard-Off reinforces its Internet business. For the time
being, the sales of the company is expected to continue grow, gaining market
share, as shown data of JRAA, but the threat would remain in mid-term.
Aki Matsumoto, CFA
akimatsumoto@titlisgroup.com
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Appendix
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